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grammaticality is using to a less extent rather than to May 08
2024
the expression to a lesser extent meaning less strongly or not so much is commonly found with
the comparative form of less curiously google books shows that to a less extent was initially

less grammar cambridge dictionary Apr 07 2024
we use less with different classes of words we use less after verbs but before every other
word class talking about a car this model consumes less fuel less noun sign on a bus give up
this seat to someone less able to stand less adjective

to a greater lesser degree extent definition meaning Mar 06
2024
used to describe the effect or importance of something in relation to something else this new
tax affects the middle class and to a lesser extent degree the rich examples of to a greater
lesser degree extent in a sentence

to a less english examples in context ludwig Feb 05 2024
high quality example sentences with to a less in context from reliable sources ludwig is the
linguistic search engine that helps you to write better in english

to a greater or lesser degree extent merriam webster Jan 04
2024
to some degree extent this new tax affects everyone to a greater or lesser degree extent
examples of to a greater or lesser degree extent in a sentence

to a less extent english examples in context ludwig Dec 03
2023
high quality example sentences with to a less extent in context from reliable sources ludwig
is the linguistic search engine that helps you to write better in english

to a greater or lesser extent longman dictionary of Nov 02
2023
from longman dictionary of contemporary english to a greater or lesser extent used to
emphasize that something is always true even though it is more true or noticeable in some
situations than others most companies operate in conditions that are to a greater or lesser
extent competitive great examples from the corpus to a greater or lesser ex

fewer vs less 6 unbeatable tips to triumph in grammatical Oct
01 2023
fewer vs less navigate the nuances with our expert guide perfect your usage and make every
word count in your communication

to a less extent synonyms 17 words and phrases for to a Aug 31
2023
17 other terms for to a less extent words and phrases with similar meaning



comparatives too less vs too little english language Jul 30
2023
1 too adjective too late too much too little less is the comparative of the adjective little
when referring to quantity that is to say little less the least we cannot say too smaller but
we do say too small mari lou a

to a lesser extent synonyms 103 words and phrases for to a Jun
28 2023
in a very small degree adv in lesser degree in some little less entirely less utterly less
wholly only to a limited extent to a less degree

to a lesser extent definition meaning synonyms May 28 2023
to a lesser extent the to a lesser extent family get started used to form the comparative of
some adjectives and adverbs

to a lesser degree collins online dictionary Apr 26 2023
dɪgriː countable noun you use degree to indicate the extent to which something happens or is
the case or the amount which something is felt see a degree of collins cobuild advanced
learner s dictionary copyright harpercollins publishers definition of lesser lesser lesəʳ
adjective adjective noun

to a lesser extent or to a less extent textranch Mar 26 2023
to a lesser extent this phrase is correct and commonly used in english this phrase is used to
indicate that something happens or exists to a smaller degree or amount compared to something
else examples the new policy will affect the company s profits to a lesser extent than
anticipated

synonyms for to a lesser degree power thesaurus Feb 22 2023
to a lesser degree synonyms 101 words and phrases for to a lesser degree in a minor degree adv
to a reduced extent adv to a small extent adv a lesser extent a little bit by a very small
margin adv in a limited sense in a partial manner in a small extent adv in a very small degree
adv in some little less so adv less totally

less english meaning cambridge dictionary Jan 24 2023
less definition 1 a smaller amount of or to a smaller degree 2 used to say that something does
not have the learn more

to a lesser extent the free dictionary Dec 23 2022
to a lesser extent used to form the comparative of some adjectives and adverbs less
interesting less expensive less quickly

how to use say less in a sentence optimal application Nov 21
2022
using say less appropriately allows for the elimination of unnecessary details enabling the
speaker to focus on the main point and maintain the listener s attention this skill is
particularly valuable in professional settings where time is often limited and concise
communication is highly valued



opinion why we re having less sex cnn Oct 21 2022
a better connected and better socialized population i suspect would be a much happier one and
likely a more sexually fulfilled one as well journalist jill filipovic explains that as

cancer patients often do better with less intensive treatment
Sep 19 2022
hodgkin lymphoma a comparison of two chemotherapy regimens for advanced hodgkin lymphoma found
the less intensive treatment was more effective for the blood cancer and caused fewer side
effects after four years the less harsh chemo kept the disease in check in 94 of people
compared to 91 of those who had the more intense treatment the
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